INTRODUCTION

The historical study of economic inequality has attracted considerable attention in recent years, even though the topic is not entirely new. Urban historians have already noticed the skewed distribution of wealth and income typical of late medieval cities and towns, as for example in Norwich, Augsburg or Ghent. Moreover, two decades ago, Lee Soltow and Jan Luiten van Zanden wrote a seminal study on economic inequality in the northern Low Countries, in which they offer a broader analysis of its development and causes in the pre-industrial era. Nonetheless, the compelling argument made by Thomas Piketty about the rise of economic inequality in the closing decades of the twentieth century has inspired historians to revisit the long-term historical evolution of inequality. The most prominent recent work is being conducted by Guido Alfani, who leads a major research project that reconstructs and compares inequality trends across premodern Europe. On his part, Wouter Ryckbosch has published a more detailed picture of urban inequality trends in the premodern Low Countries. These studies have significantly increased our understanding of the historical development of economic inequality: apart from during a short period after the Black Death, the level of inequality appears to have risen slowly and incrementally across Europe,

although this general trend was regionally differentiated. The causes of this trend, however, remain poorly understood, as do their real impact on the lives of men and women living in premodern European societies.

Historians have put forward several possible explanations for the increase of economic inequality in premodern Europe. Van Zanden, for example, has demonstrated that economic expansion in the premodern era was coupled with a considerable growth in inequality, a process to which, according to him, urbanisation and changes in the functional distribution of income contributed more than did an increase in the skill premium. Recently, Alfani and Ryckbosch have shown that economic growth offers no conclusive explanation for the estimated trend of rising inequality, which was even more pronounced in those regions that experienced economic stagnation, as central-northern Italy did, for example, in contrast to the Low Countries during the same period. Non-egalitarian inheritance systems and differences in kinship structures did not have a differentiated effect on inequality either; they rather point to a number of other factors that had an impact on economic (re)distribution: increasing proletarianisation and the formation of a more centralised fiscal state contributed to growing disparities, while the presence of representative political institutions and a relatively progressive fiscal system with higher social expenditure suppressed this increase of economic inequality slightly. These findings, and the ongoing debate, illustrate the preliminary nature of our understanding of the causes and effects of long-term trends of economic inequality in premodern Europe.

The recent macro-economic focus on the evolution and causes of inequality, relying on cross-regional statistical analyses of aggregated data from extant fiscal sources, implicates that the micro-economic effects of disparities in wealth and income distribution at the household level have drawn less interest from historians. Arguably, adopting such an approach could make the factors and processes that drove the evolution of inequality more observable, as is shown by a notable exception: the article by Jord Hanus on the Brabantine city of ’s-Hertogenbosch, in which he argues that the social consequences of economic developments deserve more attention from economic historians. Specifically, he demonstrates for his case study how household composition and relative prices had an impact on real
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7 J.L. Van Zanden, Tracing the Beginning of the Kuznets Curve: Western Europe during the Early Modern Period, in “The Economic History Review”, 48, 1995, pp. 643-664; cf. B. Milanović, Global Inequality: A New Approach for the Age of Globalization, Cambridge, MA, 2016, p. 69: “...inequality expands and contracts in preindustrial economies against a broadly unchanging mean income, driven by accidental or exogenous events such as epidemics, discoveries, or wars. Absent are the endogenous forces of economic development that we in the modern era assume to be the forces that affect inequality.”


inequality, a fact which is not captured by common measurements of nominal economic inequality. This insight, and micro-economic approaches, are also central to the efforts by present-day (inter)national bodies to measure human well-being in a broader way than merely relying on macro-economic indicators such as GDP trends. The CES Recommendations on Measuring Sustainable Development (2014), for example, offer a framework for measuring human well-being in multiple ways (including inequality as an important driver of well-being) and for taking its geographical and intergenerational distributions into account.

The present contribution, then, focuses on the micro-economic determinants and effects of economic inequality at a local, urban level. It raises the question of how to develop alternative, complementary ways of getting a better grip on inequality in past (urban) societies that incorporate indicators of the broader effects of social and economic disparities. Ideally, these measures would also be less dependent on the fiscal records from which the distribution of wealth and income distributions are commonly inferred, but which are not widely available for premodern Europe. Studies both by archaeologists and social scientists on socio-spatial equality or equity suggest that spatial analysis might offer an alternative measure of inequality that can also be applied to premodern urban societies. Therefore, with the late medieval Dutch town of Leiden serving as a case study, this contribution explores the spatial distribution of social and economic indicators, as well as the spatial accessibility of certain public facilities and services to urbanites. Spatial equity defines the relative access households or individuals have to certain (public) services or resources in geographic terms. This spatial accessibility can be measured and geo-visualised, for example, by calculating the shortest or real routes by means of a route network analysis. For Leiden, a preliminary analysis reveals different patterns of spatial accessibility within town walls, which did not necessarily correlate with other distributional patterns of indicators of socio-economic status. Although it can be assumed that the (contingent) urban morphology and geographic context affected the spatial distribution of resources and the relative accessibility of services, these determinants should be considered in relation to other political, economic and socio-cultural variables. The notion of spatial equity

---

here refers to a process rather than to an (ideal) outcome, and it will be argued that measuring spatial or service (in)equity patterns can provide a complementary indication of disparities in premodern urban well-being and the opportunities individuals had to improve their living conditions through residential choice.

Before turning to the relevant conceptual and methodological issues in more detail, the case study of late medieval Leiden is briefly introduced. The second part of this contribution discusses the spatial patterns of economic inequality and social segregation, and is followed by an exploratory examination of location-based inequalities in sixteenth-century Leiden. Since the study is limited to one town, only intra-urban inequalities can be examined. Nonetheless, this allows for a critical assessment of the applicability of the methodology of measuring inter-urban spatial equity in premodern Europe.

**LATE MEDIEVAL LEIDEN**

Leiden was a relative latecomer in the urban landscape of the Low Countries, but the Dutch town grew rapidly from the fourteenth century onwards. Halfway through that century, it counted an estimated 4,000 inhabitants, but this number increased to about 6,000 in 1440 and further to 12,000 by the end of the fifteenth century. Leiden maintained this approximate population level until the last decade of the sixteenth century (the Spanish Siege of 1573-74 was a turning point, when, after a short slump, the population grew rapidly after 1581). The initial growth of the urban population was contained within the town walls of 1389, as the town was only physically expanded again in the early seventeenth century to handle the large influx of migrants. Between 1581 and 1606, the town’s building density increased significantly to cope with the rapid growth of the population. The start of the demographic growth of Leiden coincided with the rapid development of Holland’s economy in the fourteenth century. The town developed into an important centre of cloth production, involving the import of high-quality English wool and the export of finished products to international markets. The textile sector flourished until the last decade of the fifteenth century. The urban authorities were unable to reverse the decline that subsequently set in due to political uncertainty and changing market conditions, despite the various protective measures that they
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15 F. Daelemans, *Leiden 1581*, cit., pp. 187-188. 2,686 houses were inhabited in 1581, and 4,886 in 1606, an increase of 82 per cent.

took. Other economic activities in and around Leiden were of secondary importance, such as trading, brewing, victualling, manufacturing and servicing.

The economic importance of the drapery sector was reflected in Leiden’s political and social structures. The town’s political and economic elites largely overlapped, and they exerted strict control over the urban economy, excluding organisations of artisans and the labourers from positions of formal political influence, although these groups functioned as occupational brotherhoods in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. The coalition of magistrates and ‘industrial capitalists’ managed to implement a repressive wage policy in the textile industry, which in the long run negatively affected the purchasing power of a significant share of the urban labour force. The social and economic conditions in late medieval Leiden resulted in a process of proletarianisation, although the distribution of wealth and income was not as skewed as in other European textile centres, mainly because the households belonging to the top tier of wealth distribution were not extraordinarily wealthy from a comparative point of view. A wealth tax of one per cent levied in 1498 shows that 56 per cent of households were living at a subsistence level: 883 out of 3,010 registered households were deemed too poor to contribute or were exempted for other reasons, while the wealth of another 762 households was assessed at less than 25 pounds (equivalent to about a 100 days’ wages of a master mason). This meant that, at times, a large share of the urban population relied on social assistance, putting a strain on Leiden’s charitable institutions over the course of the sixteenth century. Dirk Jaap Noordam has calculated that the number of indigent urbanites that received some form of social support (annual distribution of doles of bread and bacon by the town’s main charitable body, the so-called Table of the Holy Ghost) rose from 1,600 in 1495 to 2,530 in 1570 (a steady rise from 13 to 22 per cent of the total population respectively). 18

17 N.W. Posthumus, De geschiedenis van de Leidsche lakenindustrie. De middeleeuwen (voertijd tot zestiende eeuw), The Hague 1908.
ECONOMIC DISPARITIES AND SOCIAL SEGREGATION

The distribution of wealth and income amongst the households in premodern Leiden has been analysed statistically by several historians, who have drawn on fiscal records extant from the fifteenth century onwards. Soltow and Van Zanden, for example, used the wealth tax of 1498 and a tax on rental values of homes from 1561 for their calculation of wealth and income inequality in Leiden (Gini’s of 0.84 and 0.45 respectively).21

Fig. 1. **The spatial distribution of income based on rental values in Leiden, 1561, showing the average income per household per ward (darker is higher)**

The available fiscal data have also been analysed from a geographical perspective to uncover spatial patterns of social segregation. Leiden’s eighteen administrative wards (*bonnen*) are used as units of analysis for this purpose, even though these boundaries were rather arbitrary, and the social composition of the wards too heterogenous, to make meaningful observations about the distribution of

social and economic variables. Hence, spatial patterns of social and economic segregation or clustering remain concealed at the aggregate level of the wards. For this reason, Tim Bisschops has already explored the possibility of a parcel-based analysis of the distribution of wealth and income amongst households to offer a more refined view of changes in the spatial distribution patterns.\textsuperscript{22}

Fig. 2. \textbf{The spatial distribution of income based on rental values in Leiden, 1561, showing income per household (darker is higher)}

A parcel-based historical GIS has been developed for sixteenth-century Leiden in the meantime, enabling the geo-visualisation and analysis of geo-coded information about the social and economic characteristics of households, such as wealth, income, household size, ownership, tenancy or occupation, which can be

gleaned from various fiscal and census records. Unfortunately, these sources often lack a precise identification of location, meaning that some locations have been interpolated only from parcels that can be linked to households with certainty. Figures 1 and 2 show the distribution of income based on the tax on rental values of houses in 1561 at both the aggregate level of the wards and of the parcels. The first map shows the relative difference between the average income per household per ward, which varied between the central bon of Wanthuis (average value of 21.5 guilders) and the small, south-eastern bon of Levendaal (average value of 5.3 guilders). Thus, the rental average value in Wanthuis was four times higher than in Levendaal, while the mean value for the whole town was eleven guilders. This gives a very crude impression of the distribution rental values as a proxy for income inequality in Leiden. The second map gives a more refined, but difficult to visualise in greyscale, picture of the distribution of income (each dot represents a household, clustered into 32 income categories and linked to a geo-referenced parcel).

The parcel map demonstrates that the ward boundaries indeed conceal the clusters of houses with higher rental values along the town’s main street (Breestraat) and waterways, the River Rhine, which split at the west point of the bon of Burchtstroop, the canal that ran north of the bon of Nieuwland, or the canal that separated the bon of Hooigracht from that of Kerkvierendeel. Furthermore, the parcel map puts the low averages in the wards of Rapenburg, Overmare Landzijde and Marendorp Landzijde into perspective, as these newer parts of the medieval town were less densely populated than other peripheral wards. Several religious institutions and public facilities, such as convents and shooting ranges, were located in these three bonnen, which were consequently less densely built and populated.

24 Owners and renters of properties assessed at less than six guilders were exempted from the tax of ten per cent on all real estate, but they are listed in the register. A draft copy can be found at ERFGOED LEIDEN EN OMSTREKEN (ELO), Archief der Secretarie van de stad Leiden I (SAI), no. 993, which was compared to the final version of the register at the NATIONAAL ARCHIEF, DEN HAAG (NA), Staten van Holland voor 1572 (SH), no. 1330.
25 Rental values are used as a proxy for income, although this method is problematic. W.C. BOESCHOTEN, E. VAN MANEN, *Een welstandsverdeling van Haarlem in 1543. Kwantitatieve toetsing van een gestiende-eenwaasje fiscale bron*, in “BMGN - Low Countries Historical Review”, 98, 1983, pp. 523-539, have demonstrated that the assessment of the rental value of properties inhabited by owners was lower than the market rental value of properties rented out. Furthermore, the tax was regressive, because rental values did not increase proportionally with market values of properties. Taking these issues into account, the Gini calculated on the basis of a tax register for Haarlem from 1543 had to be corrected (resulting in an increase of fifty per cent from 0.34 to 0.50). In contrast to Haarlem, the Leiden tax register from 1561 includes the rental values of all houses (also those below the threshold of six guilders).
26 Rapenburg, Nieuwland and Levendaal were the last medieval wards (developed in 1386/1389). However, building and population densities varied strongly within these wards in the sixteenth century. For example, the northern and southern sections of Rapenburg were densely built and inhabited, while the middle section - where the university is now located - remained relatively open, with expensive properties along the canal bordering to the oldest part of Leiden. See, for the
The differences in population density are revealed by the census of 1574: the wards of Rapenburg and Marendorp Landzijde counted respectively 74.8 and 104.6 inhabitants per hectare, while the eastern, older wards of Sint Nicolaasgracht and Levendaal had ratios of respectively 120.7 and 144.9 (mean average for Leiden was 120.7 inhabitants per hectare). The wealthiest ward was the most densely populated, as Wantwuis counted 201.3 inhabitants per hectare, although in general the correlation between average income and population density was not very strong.

Finally, as other urban historians have already pointed out, the geographic distribution of income inequality in sixteenth-century Leiden problematises Gideon Sjoberg’s theory about the spatial organisation of pre-industrial cities that proposes a concentric model with social degradation extending from core to periphery. The spatial configuration of premodern towns was in fact not characterised by static social or occupational zoning, resulting in a strict social segregation between groups, but was instead varied, showing patterns of social heterogeneity and change over time. In the case of Leiden, the average numbers revealing the distribution of wealth and income apparently confirm that the wealthiest inhabitants resided in the central bonnen: the oldest parts of town, where the town’s most important churches were located, in Zevenhuizen and Kerkvierendeel; beside the town hall in Wantwuis; the comital keep in Burchstreng; and the comital court (later the municipal prison) in Over ‘t hof. The poorer households, on their part, were overrepresented in the peripheral wards of Overmare Landzijde, Sint Nicolaasgracht, and parts of Rapenburg and Nieuwland. However, by zooming in to the level of the parcels, several exceptions to this broad pattern can be detected. First, several wealthy entrepreneurs lived outside the central wards; a significant number of drapers, for example, lived in Nieuwland, where the (uninhabited, as shown by the dot-map) tenter fields (raamlander) were located, with the frames on which cloth was dried and stretched. The brewers were another example; they were scattered over the town, along major waterways, as their industry required a constant supply of water. Their choice of residence, as well as those of other artisans and merchants, was largely determined by their economic activities and needs, the presence of the necessary physical infrastructure, and, sometimes, the (environmental) regulations made by the town morphological development of Leiden, H. VAN OERLE, Leiden binnen en buiten de stadsvesten: de geschiedenis van de stedebouwkundige ontwikkeling binnen het Leidse rechtsgebied tot aan het einde van de Gouden Eeuw, 2 vols, Leiden 1975, and, for Rapenburg in particular, see TH.H. LUNSINGH SCHEURLEER, C.W. FOCK, A.J. VAN DISSEL, Het Rapenburg: geschiedenis van een Leidse gracht, 6 vols, Leiden 1986-1989.

27 These observations remain the same if only the built area is taken into account. See, for the source, ELO, SAI, no. 24; D.E.H. DE BOER, R.C.J. VAN MAANEN, De volkstelling van 1574: Leiden ten tijde van het beleg, Leiden 1986.


29 See, for the wealth tax of 1498, ELO, SAI, no. 578; A. BRAND, Leiden rond 1500, cit., pp. 103-105. The register groups the tax payers per ward, making it difficult to link them to specific parcels.
council. Overall, occupational clustering in Leiden, with its weak guild structure, was limited in the late medieval and early modern era.  

Fig. 3. The spatial distribution of occupations, clustered according to social status (HISCLASS), in Leiden, 1561 (lower status is indicated by darker dots)

The plotting of the mentioned 1,386 occupations of the heads of households from the tax register of 1561, classified into the twelve categories of HISCLASS, shown in Figure 3, illustrates the spatial dispersion of occupations and the weak socio-spatial segregation in Leiden.  


31 The occupations and professions have been standardised and coded according to the Historical International Classification of Occupations (HISCO) scheme; M.H.D. Van Leeuwen, I. Maas, A. Miles, HISCO. Historical International Standard Classification of Occupations, Leuven 2002. For the sake of visual clarity the occupations have also been coded using HISCLASS, even though this classification system is not entirely satisfying when applied to premodern case studies; M. Van Leeuwen and I. Maas, HISCLASS. A Historical International Social Class Scheme, Leuven 2011.
from the analysis, although unskilled workers, such as dyers and fullers, who generally lived away from their workplace, were overrepresented in the poorer neighbourhoods. Agrarian workers (gardeners, fruit-growers) and fishers also predominantly lived in the peripheral wards, where more space was available for farms, gardens and orchards.

The second reason why residential choices resulted in socially mixed areas was related to several other considerations that were less economic in nature. Individual choices were determined or informed by factors such as property rights, housing quality, the market for real estate, and spatial factors such as the propinquity of public services and symbolic locations. Members of the urban political elites tended to have persistent location preferences, as they clustered around or close to places of power in the oldest parts of town, even though the ownership of real property, land in particular, was not a defining feature of this group. In the case of Leiden, prominent members of the political elite also built their stately homes, after Rapenburg was added to the town in 1389, along the new canal opposite the older wards of Over ‘t hof and Zevenhuizen. This connects to the last reason: the urban elites, middling groups and poor lived in close proximity to each other, as poorer house owners and tenants could be found in all wards, especially in the back alley streets of streets with more expensive properties. The parcel-level analysis of the tax register of 1561 highlights the fact that economic inequality did not produce patterns of spatial social segregation in absolute terms, although clusters of rich and poor households did exist. If property ownership is taken as an indicator of wealth, the visualisation in Figure 4 of spatial patterns of ownership and tenancy in Leiden in 1561 confirms the predominance of socially mixed neighbourhoods (63.3 per cent of the 2,786 properties had owner occupants). This more refined view also problematises the idea that the poorest households lived in low-quality tenement houses and rooms in the newer, peripheral neighbourhoods of the town.


This snapshot of the spatial distribution of income inequality in Leiden in 1561 raises two other issues that have not yet been sufficiently resolved. First, although wealth was an important determinant of choice of place of residence, its interplay with other relevant hierarchies based on status or occupation are less well understood. This also relates to the question of intra-urban residential mobility: were urbanites able to improve their position by moving within the town (for example, from poorer to wealthier neighbourhoods, or from tenancy to house ownership), or were socio-economic inequalities persistent over time, and spatially ingrained? The preliminary evidence suggests that the spatial distribution of economic resources (and likely the level of economic inequality itself) remained relatively stable in the second half of the fifteenth and throughout sixteenth centuries, during which Leiden’s economic and demographic expansion stalled, yet residential patterns never became entirely solidified, due to structural spatial, legal, social and economic dynamics. A comparison of records from 1581 (census register) and 1585 (tax register called *Vetus*) shows that 48.6 per cent of the houses...
had new residents during this relatively short period, but that mobility was much higher in poorer wards such as Nieuwland (65 per cent) than in wealthier wards such as Wanthuis (27.5 per cent).\textsuperscript{36}

The long-term evolution of the spatial distribution of wealth and income in late medieval and early modern Leiden is a second issue that needs further attention. Although Bisschops argues that the spatial patterns of wealth distribution and social segregation changed halfway through the fifteenth century, from a broad division between wealthier wards below and poorer wards above the River Rhine to a more concentric model typical of a preindustrial urban society with richer central and poorer outer neighbourhoods, more empirical research from a longitudinal perspective is required to confirm this hypothesis.\textsuperscript{37} The evolution of socio-spatial relations was presumably shaped by the major physical expansion of the town in the fourteenth century, as well as by phases of demographic expansion and subsequent contraction that took place in the early fifteenth century and in the late sixteenth centuries. Moreover, the question is to what extent Leiden’s late medieval and early modern housing market co-evolved with the demand for lower-cost housing from migrants who were attracted by the chances of employment in the textile industry.

**Spatial Equity, Service Access and Route Network Analysis**

The spatial distribution of the social and economic attributes of households has long been examined by historians specialising in urban historical geography or social topography with the aim of charting patterns of social segregation or economic clustering.\textsuperscript{38} However, these studies prove that it is difficult to move from a description of differentiations in spatial configurations that express social and economic hierarchies between or within towns to arrive at a more analytical approach that understands space as an independent variable that shapes social and economic outcomes at the individual and collective levels.\textsuperscript{39} How, for example, did access or denial of access to certain locations and spaces affect the social and economic well-being of urbanites? Answering this question requires dealing with the methodological challenges of measuring spatial equity patterns and linking them to social and economic outcomes.\textsuperscript{40} With regard to the case at hand, the recent


\textsuperscript{40} Even in studies on inequality in contemporary societies the relation between household income or wealth inequality and spatial inequality is not yet properly addressed. See, for example, S.
studies on economic inequality (which generally recognise the importance of spatial inequality on a global and regional scale) could be complemented by socio-spatial approaches to analysing the spatial aspects and geographic crystallisation of socio-economic inequalities. With the help of new digital methods it is possible to perform geo-statistical analyses on the basis of extant fiscal records, but also to measure differences in well-being at a local level using alternative indicators, most notably relative access to services or exposure to hazards in an urban context. Hence, the reconstruction of Leiden’s social topography leads to the question of the extent to which the observed spatial configurations shaped and were shaped by social and economic disparities.

The concept of spatial equity can be helpful to understand the effects of social and economic hierarchies on the well-being of urbanites, but it has different meanings in the literature. On the one hand, it is simply used to express the spatial distribution of resources in a specified area; on the other, it is defined as the geographic access of individuals to specific services or facilities (or, in a negative way, the extent to which they are geographically exposed to certain hazards or experienced social disadvantages). Both perspectives are related to each other, because spatial equity and the distribution of resources often correlate. The distance-based approach is most relevant here, taking the available source material for medieval Leiden into account. Nevertheless, it should be acknowledged that spatial accessibility to (public) services and facilities in terms of absolute or real distance was never the only factor that determined their affordability and availability to individuals. Moreover, distance was never an absolute obstacle in a small town like late medieval Leiden, as all possible destinations were within walking distance, but graded differences in accessibility between different parts of the town did exist. It is less meaningful to measure individual spatial access to services, because not all urbanites had the same institutional access rights, and it is difficult to establish and differentiate between specific individual demands. In contemporary societies, for example, spatial equity is typically deemed important with regard to the provision of health care, local administration, or access to public resources, and social scientists and policy makers refer to the notion of spatial justice that they derive from the work of geographers, more than to economic theories.
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See, for example, D. Schott, Infrastrukturnetze und soziale Ungleichheit: Die historische Perspektive, in “Moderne Stadtgeschichte”, 2, 2017, pp. 66-78.


See, for example, F. Gao, W. Khair, N. Le Meur, M. Souris, S. Deguen, Assessment of the Spatial Accessibility to Health Professionals at French Census Block Level, in “International Journal for Equity in Health”, 15, 2016, n. 125; M. Halás, P. Klapka, V. Bačík, M. Klobočník, The Spatial Equity
In the case of premodern towns, in contrast, access to (public) services and facilities such as markets, hospitals, courts or schools was discriminatory through formal and informal barriers. These services were less public and more exclusionary than modern understandings of public goods or services presume. Hence, public services might be broadly understood as ‘facilities provided by urban agents’ to urban residents in the realms of ‘economic regulation, public administration, public security, public welfare and public works’. Spatial equity in accessing these services, then, can be measured in a number of ways: equitable distribution based on equality, need, demand or price. The demand-based approach is most appropriate with regard to the premodern context, as it seeks to match the distribution of available services to populations with specific socio-economic characteristics that need access to them. In short, by measuring spatial equity, it is possible to determine whether the access to certain services was discriminatory and if spatial patterns in accessibility were linked to socio-economic variables. If public works are taken as an example, the question is whether inhabitants of all parts of the town profited equally from services like street maintenance or sanitation policies.

The degree of urban spatial equity can be established and geo-visualised by mapping the places of residence of urbanites (parcels) and the locations of services or facilities, and by subsequently calculating the actual distance (in metres or walking time) between these points by means of a route network analysis (for this case study, Dijkstra’s Shortest Path First algorithm was used). The historical GIS for Leiden, based on the so-called Street and Canal Books (Grachten- en Stratenboek), which was produced in the last two decades of the sixteenth century, offers a starting point for a route network analysis. The points of origin are placed in the parcels and linked to the correct adjacent street(s) or alley(s). The destination points are kept rather broad in this exploratory analysis and categorised into four types of services: administrative (for example, the town hall), economic (markets), social (hospitals) and cultural (churches). A total number of 52 service locations have


46 E. Talen, Geovisualization of Spatial Equity, cit., pp. 462-463.

47 Special thanks are due to Thomas Vermaut who conducted these calculations. See, for the algorithm, C. Chadha, S. Garg, Shortest Path Analysis on Geospatial Data Using PgRouting, in International Conference on Innovative Computing and Communications, S. Bhattacharyya, A.E. Hassanien, D. Gupta, A. Khanna, I. Pan eds., Singapore 2019, pp. 201-214.

48 A. van Steensel, Mapping Medieval Leiden, cit.; P.J.M. de Baar, Jan van Hout en zijn Stratenboek en Grachtenboek, in Ups en Downer. Bundel artikelen bij het afscheid van mr. W. Downer als gemeenteraadslid van Leiden, Leiden 1985, pp. 5-18. In 1583, when the first maps were drawn on instigation of Jan van Hout, the raamlanden were already moved outside the town walls, and houses were built in this part of Nieuwland.
been identified for sixteenth-century Leiden, and they are treated equally in the analysis, even though it is possible to further differentiate between them according to type and quality, as well as to weigh the possible walking routes.49

Fig. 5. **Average real distance to all service locations in Leiden, 1583** (lighter dots indicate easier access than darker dots)

The results of the route network analysis are shown on a map (Figure 5), which lays out the aggregate service accessibility in Leiden during the last quarter of the sixteenth century. The average travel distance from each parcel to all identified public services and facilities is calculated (lighter dots indicate relatively easier access than darker dots). The real distance in meters is expressed in the results. Each parcel’s frontage is connected to the route network consisting of streets and alleys, and waterways and bridges are taken into consideration, although the route network is not weighed, for example, by distinguishing alleys from main streets. The spatial equity pattern that follows from the analysis of average real travel distances is different from the pattern of spatial integration that can be calculated through a space syntax analysis, a method of expressing the relative accessibility of

spaces in a certain area. This is explained by the fact that the locations of services and the street pattern in Leiden, as in any other town, developed independently from each other, meaning that it is essential to take the development of both the urban morphology and the distribution of services into account when interpreting both patterns of spatial equity and spatial integration.

Fig. 6. **Minimum real distance to economic services in Leiden, 1583 (lighter dots indicate easier access than darker dots)**

Figure 5 shows that public services and facilities were mostly located in the central, western and northern parts of Leiden, and not in the more densely populated and comparatively poorer south-eastern wards. The administrative and economic services were concentrated in the four oldest, thirteenth-century *bonnen* of Leiden, *Wanthuis*, *Wolbuis*, *Vleeshuis* and *Gasthuis*, along the south bank of the River Rhine, together with the comital precinct of *Over het hof* and the ecclesiastical precinct *Zevenhuizen*, where the urban settlement first emerged in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. The three churches were slightly offset from this centre, as

---

50 See, for an example of the application of this method to a historical case study, V. VALENTE, *Space Syntax and Urban Form: the Case of Late Medieval Padova*, in “PCA. Post classical archaeologies”, 2, 2012, pp. 147-186.
they were more closely situated in the three original settlements out of which Leiden was formed, catering to the needs of their parishioners rather than the urban community as a whole. Furthermore, the majority of the 28 monasteries, hospitals, almshouses and orphanages were located in the newer parts of Leiden – the northern and south-western wards Overmare Landzijde, Marendorp Landzijde and Rapenburg – which were founded during the town’s fourteenth-century expansion. These parts of Leiden were less densely built and populated in contrast to the younger wards at the town’s eastern side. In particular, the inhabitants of the binnen of Gansoerde en Sint Nicolaasgracht were disadvantaged when it came to service access. This pattern of aggregate spatial inequity presumably evolved slowly throughout the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, as the town’s main street network was in place by the end of the fourteenth century and the location of services (markets, churches, administrative buildings) were mostly (semi-)permanent. The distribution and function of services, however, could change over time. All convents in Leiden, for example, lost their religious role in the last quarter of the sixteenth century due to religious change.

Patterns of spatial equity change if specific services are selected or if shortest rather than average travel distances to all services are calculated. Figure 6, for example, shows the minimum distance from parcels to selected economic services (markets, access gates, the weigh house). If this map is compared to the one depicting aggregate service accessibility (Figure 5), the parcels closest to Leiden’s main streets (Breestraat and Haarlemmerstraat) and waterways (River Rhine) were more favourably located from a general economic perspective. The selected economic facilities were of course not of daily importance to all inhabitants, and the analysis could potentially be extended by adding data on shops and workplaces, such as bakers and brewers, which are not included following the used definition of public services. Here, economic service accessibility is measured at an aggregate level to establish how accessible Leiden was in the late sixteenth century.

The next questions concern for which inhabitants the established patterns of spatial equity meant better access, and whether the level of access was related to the socio-economic characteristics of the inhabitants and their specific demands. At this point, the research results are still inconclusive. In theory, a relation between spatial equity patterns and the spatial distribution of resources and status (economic inequality and social segregation) can be hypothesised, since it can be assumed that wealthier urbanites could afford housing in the more accessible parts of Leiden, resulting in a positive correlation between service accessibility and the spatial distribution of income. Statistical analysis, however, does not show any significant correlation between the distribution of rental values (as a proxy for income) in 1561 and the established patterns of spatial service access, and only a weak statistical significance can be observed if the average rental value per parcel is aggregated per ward. The explanation for this negative outcome is that residential choice was determined by multiple factors, such as individual (non-economic) preferences, the dynamics of the property market, or the urban morphology and the distribution of services. Likewise, no significant correlation can be established between population density, calculated on the basis of the census of 1574, and spatial equity patterns. Although population density could affect service access, the size of Leiden was not
that large that distances exceeded the walkability threshold within the town walls. This does not mean that service access was not a factor in the choice of residence of urbanites (whether owners or tenants), but the analysis of the aggregated data does not capture the ways in which the urban spatial organisation interplayed with the demands of specific households in premodern medieval Leiden.

Mapping the spatial accessibility of services provides a novel way of determining the differential effects of the redistribution of public resources, even though these were minor because social expenditure in premodern societies was limited and its funds were collected by regressive fiscal systems. Although the aim of measuring the accessibility of services for different households in Leiden, taking their location and economic status into account, has not yet been achieved, the established general performance of the town in terms of spatial equity and service accessibility can be compared over time or with other places. Benjamin Stanley and his colleagues have explored this approach in a seminal contribution on service access in premodern cities across the globe. They have measured and compared the access to religious, commercial and political services for a number of case studies, for which they have used archaeological rather than written records, on the basis of which they conclude that the size, shape and spatial structure of urban settlements determined the access to public services as much as did residential patterns (elite clustering) or the political decision-making about the location of certain facilities. Elites generally did have better access to services, but more densely built urban centres also demonstrated a more equitable access to services. Methodologically, they chose to take neighbourhoods as an aggregate point of origin and measured the Euclidean distance to the nearest service. This approach is appropriate for the comparative scope of their study, but it is a rather crude way of measuring spatial equity at an intra-urban level. The parcels and route networks in Leiden’s historical GIS offer more precise calculations of the real distance to facilities and public services, but the results of the calculation of spatial equity would provide more meaningful results in a study that compares towns of different sizes and structures.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

In sixteenth-century Leiden, place of residence was determined by social and economic factors, and it had a differential impact on access to services and well-being in general. This exploration of service accessibility in this town has not provided conclusive findings about the use of the concept of spatial equity and historical GIS as a complementary method to measure inequality in premodern

---

51 G. Alfani, M. Di Tullio, The Lion’s Share, p. 169. To give an impression, the town council of Leiden spent 14.2 per cent of its total expenditure in 1560 on administration and public services. This was more than the 8.3 per cent of the budget that was used to meet the princely fiscal demands. However, these amounts varied considerably per year; ELO, 5/AI, no. 631 (town accounts).

52 E. Talen, Geovisualization of Spatial Equity, cit., p. 470.

urban societies. Although the sources and the digital methods are available to conduct such a spatial analysis, its application should be further refined to determine the factors that shaped service access (as a proxy for the redistribution of resources) at a household level. The location of services in Leiden, whether dispersed or clustered, was determined by geographical factors, the path-dependent development of the urban settlement, long-established residential patterns, and political decision-making about public service provision. Although the geographic distribution of wealth in Leiden shows limited overlap with the spatial pattern of average access of urbanites to services, a more specific analysis that takes the wealth and occupation of property owners or tenants into account might still reveal significant relations. Like the spatial distribution of services, the spatial patterns of economic inequality and social segregation were relatively stable in late medieval Leiden. Historical processes, however, induced change and influenced the lives of residents. First, tenants, and, albeit to a lesser extent, property owners, appear to have been relatively mobile, implying that they could improve their living conditions by moving into new neighbourhoods. Second, the town’s population and building density changed over time, affecting the living conditions of residents differentially. Finally, the dependence on (public) services varied according to economic conditions and social position.

By tying the bits of information about wealth, occupation, type of housing and service access together with broader process of social and economic change, it becomes possible to determine the meaning of place to the inhabitants of late medieval Leiden: on the one hand, it reflected their political and socio-economic position in urban society; on the other, the town’s spatial organisation shaped both the choices that households made and their experience of socio-spatial boundaries. Thus, a geo-visualisation of inequalities at the micro-level complements macro-statistical analyses in the sense that it ‘moves the user from the GIS world of observation to one of habitation where the material world is experienced through our own embodiment and sense of “being in the world.”’54 More importantly, a spatial approach to urban inequality potentially offers a method to analyse the distribution of resources and access to services as an indicator of the effect of economic inequality on broader well-being in medieval towns. This approach also draws on various historical sources and archaeological findings, making it applicable to cases that are less replete with the type of fiscal records required for statistical analyses of social and economic disparities.